DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
German army. To have cast away this ally is worse than a
crime — the crime, if any, was a French crime — it was a gigantic
mistake.
So Mr. Chamberlain and the Chief Economic Adviser flew back
to London, with the unpleasant surprise in Mr* Chamberlain's
pocket, and the world prepared for war.
By this time I was sure that we were not going to have war,
for I happened to be listening to the radio on that Saturday,
September 24th, and heard that Signor Mussolini in a speech had
stated that Herr Hitler had given until October ist for his terms
to be accepted. Now that was a full week, in which the Czechs
might improve their defences, and as soon as I heard that 1 felt
convinced that the fate of Czechoslovakia was already in the bag
and that an enormous bluff was in progress. For Hitler, if and
when he makes war> will strike like lightning. He will not declare
it eight days in advance. He may give you six hours, not more*
Therefore I watched the great world crisis of the following days
with a certain scepticism, which I still retain. It was increased by
two passages in that national broadcast of Mr, Chamberlain's on
the evening on Tuesday, September 27th, a broadcast calculated
so to wring the withers of the British people that they could only
be the more hilarious and grateful the next day* when they heard
that Mr. Chamberlain was to fly yet again.
.,, a quarrel in a far away country between people of whom
we know nothing.
I would not hesitate to pay even a third visit to Germany if I
thought it would do any good*
Comparing these two significant utterances with Signor Musso-
lini's announcement that Herr Hitler had given eight days for the
matter to be arranged, I felt strongly of opinion that Czechoslo-
vakia was doomed, that there would be no war, and that the real
aim of the manoeuvring, in the minds of Hitler and Mussolini,
already assured of victory, was that it should be achieved with the
maximum of triumph for themselves, with the maximum of
humiliation for the others, and, beyond all possible doubt, as the
result of the threat of war, and not as the fruit of friendly negotiation.
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